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1"JDUCTION 
This  study of  Irrigation  Hanagement  and  Crop  Diversification  is 
hejng c.arried out. under a Technical Assistance Agreement  (T.A.  No.  816 - 
SRI)  dated  27  November  1987,  betrjeen  the kvernment  of  the Democratic 
Socialist.  Pepublic  of  Sri  Lanlia  (GOSL),  the  International  Irrigation 
Management  Institute (IIMI), and  the Asian  Developnent Bank  (;U)B).  The 
sttdy is  being  implemented  by  IIMI  in the Iiirindi  Oya  and  Uda  Nalawe 
projects in soiithern Sri Lanka  in close col.laboration with the agencies 
in charge of development  and  management of  these projects.  It addresses, 
through field-level research, priorits issues of  imprtance and relevance 
to t,he t,w projects in  the processes of  irrigation system management,  rjith 
prt..icular  attention given to  the requirements of crop diversification in 
Iiii-i.ndi Oyi and the rehabili.tat.ion project in Walarje. 
PWXESS OF  THE STUDY 
The study commenced on  I  FebrLh5i-y  1988 and is of  26 months duration; 
aii additional  trio months'  estension ijzfs  recently agreed  t.o finalize the 
Filial. Rep-trt..  The first season of field research  in t,he  Walaie  project. 
KZS  start4 in Apri.1  1988  rGhich  correswnded  to  the yala  1988  season. 
Dtie  to the unsettled soci.al and pclit,i.cal si.tuation that prevailed in the 
st,tidy  area.,  the  data  collect.ion  and  observations  Icere  i.nterrupted. 
How?\.er,  three seasons of  research  (yala 1988,  inaha  1987/1988  and  pla 
:9X!3)  con'1.d  he  capt,ured during  the period  of  study  in addition  to the 
pi-esent m3ha  (1989/1990) season.  This final draft report synthesizes the 
1.esear7li  results of  the t.hree sea.ssns of  completed  study al.ong igith t.he 
pi~1.i.minar:;  results obtained during the ongoing maha  1989/1990. 
REPORTING  OF  THE  STUDY 
An  :mention  Report  I IIMI 1988a) rvas suhittcxl in mid-Xarch  1988 at. 
t.he  end  of  stage  1  of  the study.  It contained 'the  findi.nas  of  the 
1  i  t.erature review,  and  the research proposa1.s and program,  detai.1  j.ng data 
col Iwtion, field ohservations, analysis, and eqxct.ed results, and other 
details of  implementat.ioi1 for stage 2  of the study, coverinc four seasons 
of field research.  The  identificat,ion of  the sub-system  for research  rias 
al.so part  of the research planning described  in the report.  A  Progress 
(Til'iI 1988h) and  an 1nt.erim Repart (IIMI  1989a) icere submit~ted  in 
Cz.tober  1988  and  Apri 1 1989  respect,ivel~y  during  the on-Soing  research. 
The Frogress  Report described  the prozress  in the  implementation  of  the 
first. sea.son of  field research,  and  preliminary findings.  Based on  the 
fi11.l seaspn research of  yda  1989, a Seasonal Summary Rewrt.  IIIMT  1989h) 
i.as  prepared rghich  summarized the findings of  t.hat season. z 
This Ihft  Final  Report  analyses t.he  results  of  all the previous 
seasons  including a  pre1.iminar.y  assessment of  the worli  durinq  the maha 
l.S89/1990.  ‘This report, %ill  be reviewed  at, a  tripartite meet.i.ng  (ADB, 
MSL and  IiX)  to he  held  sometime  in March  1990.  The  Fi.na1  Report, 
incorporating vi.ews and comnents of  the triprti  t.e meeting and others will 
he submitted  to ADR  and GaSL  by  31  May  1990.  It rJi1.1  contain  further 
analysis and recommendat.ions  for improvements  and  any foS.lor+up  sttdies 
vhich may  he copsidered necessary. 
The  Appendix  to Chapter  I  provides  estracts  from  the  Inception 
Relmrt. on  the selection of  the subsystem and Figures  1.01 to 1.04  for 
easy reference regarding field research locations. 
IMPLEMENTATION 
Fie1.d  offices:  A  house  ms  rented  at Embilipitip  to serve as  field 
office for research staff and also provide residential accommodation  for 
the research  officers. 
Staffin< --  International: 
the study: 
The  following senior staff of‘ IIMI  xorked  on 
Dr R.  Sakthivadivel, Engineer/Team  Leader 
Dr C.  R.  Fanablike,  AgronomistL3eni.or  .4ssociate 
Dr D.J.  Merrey,  Social Scientist 
Dr Pi.  Kihuchi, &rictrltural  Economist 
Dr P.  S. Rao, Team  Leader  associated  with  the project  up to 22 
August  1989,  left IIEII  and  Dr R.  Sakthivadivel succerded him  from  that 
dat.e . 
Staffi.11;  --  Xaational:  Research  Associate:  Plr  K.A.A.N.  Fernando 
f  Irrigation  Eiigineer)  wis  in charge  of  field  research  operations and 
cfiordination and  s~qxrvi.sj.on  of  research activities i.n  bth  Kirindi 
and Kalawe  projects.  He  LZS  based  in Tissamaharama. 
Research  officers:  The  foll.or;ing  research  officers worlted  on  the 
project.. 
?Lr  I<.  Jinnpala, Socio.Logi.st, 
?lr L.R.  Ferera,  Sociologi~st. 
$11-  R.  A.  D, Iiemachandra,  Agricultural Eilineer (wit.il  October  1489) 
$11-  A. F.  Keerthipala,  .4gri.cult.ural Economist 
(unt,iL mi.d-  December  1989) 
During  the 1989/1990  maha,  Mi-.  H.M.  Hemahiimara,  Research  Officer, 
t,empi.arily  replaced  Mr.  liemachandra;  more  recently,  Ms  Thilaka 
Samarattinge  has ken  assigned to the research project full ti~me  by  the 
\Iahawel~i  Economi~c  &‘ency. 3 
COUNTERPART 
MS.  P.V.C.C.  Ciyagama,  irrigation eiigineer,  iias  noniinatd  by  the 
?lahai?el.i Economic Agency as  counterpart for the study.  .Aft.er her transfer 
from  Xahaweli Economic  Agency  to Central Engineering. Consultax::  Bureau, 
?Is G.li.P.  Perera,  her successor, izas  the counterpart. for the st.udy. 
COMMIrnBS 
The  first Study Advisory Committee  (SAC) met in Colombo on  7  April 
1988 at the office of  the Director of the Irrigation Management  Division. 
The  first Study Coordinating Committee meeting has  held on 11 May  1988 at 
t.he office of the Resident Project Manager  in Ernbilipitiya to  discuss the 
Inception  Report  prepared  by  IIMI.  The  meeting  provided  useful 
suggestions  for  implementing  the  research  project.  The  second  Study 
Coordinating Committee  (SCC) meeting was on 8 March  1989 at the office of 
the Resident  Project Manager  in F.mbilipiti>a; the second Study Advisory 
Committee meeting was  (SAC) in Colombo on  16  March  1989 at. t.he qffice of 
the  Pirector, Irrigation Management Division.  Mr  T.C.  Patterson, Nanager, 
Ash  kest  Division  1 of  the ,4sian Development  fhnli,  participated in the 
SAC  meet,ing and ai.so risit.4  the field research loeation on  11 March  1989. 
The &ogress  Reprt  suhmitted in October  1988 was discussed in t-hese txo 
meetj~ngs  and useful comments  and suggestions regarding the research  iiere 
made  b:-  the mmbers of  the Comnittees. 
The thir.?  Stiidy Coordinating Committee  (SCC) meet.in.‘  was  held on  26 
?1air?p  1989 at the  offi.ce of  the Resident Project Phnager  in Ernbilipitiya; 
the Interim Repart suhmitted  in .April  1989 was discussed in the meeting. 
The  i.ssue of  the rehabilitation management  process  receix-ed part.iculai- 
ilt.t.ention of  the members at this meeting. 
In  response to the Interim Reprt  suhmitted in April  1989 and some 
1-Ecrjmmendations  made  by  the  IIMI  t.eam  on  t.he  mana,gement  of  the 
rehahilit.%tion  process  in Kalawe,  the Director  Genera:  of  the ?lahar<eli 
iut.horitx of  Sri Mia  call.&  a  meeting  on  13  June  1989  to discuss the 
Interim Reprt.  After discussion,  it was  suggested thiit a i~orlishop  Lx 
organized  joint,l;-  by  ?laharceli  Economic  Agency,  Central  Engineering 
Consul t,ant,  Bureau  and  IIElI  on  post-rehabilit.at.ion  work  and  farmer 
prt,icilm.t,inn j n  Kalawe  project. 
The Interim Report  was presented t.o  the Asian Deb-el.opent..  Rank  at 
‘kni  1.a  in the third week  of  June 1989.  In response to the suggestion made 
i.n  t.hik report, Eir  Peter Smidt. of  t-he  Asian DeveLopnent. Bank  visited Sri 
lanh-a during. the second week  of  July 1989.  During his visit, a number  of 
i.ssues  were di.scussed auring  the meeting  held with  Di.rector  General  of 
Elnha~el  i  ,Authorit.>-  of  Sri Innliii on  12 July 11489  of which foll.owing are the 
most  impoi-tant.. 
1.  Two  or three distributaries were  to  be rehahili.tated in a1 I~ respects 
before  maha  1989/1990  in order  tn  monitor  the  desisn  management 
int.eract.ions and post-i-ehahil itation performance. 3 
L.  Progrm  Review  meetings  <ere  to he  held monthly  by  the Pro.ject 
Director at. Fmbilj.pj~tir-a  and quarterly by the management in  Colombo. 
The Draft mrat,llon and klaintenance Manual  (PPP:  July 1986  )  preparfd 
by- the consultants is to be  reviewed  hr a committee  headed by  the 
Chief  Irrigation Engineer of Mahaweli  Economic Agency  Colombo. 
A  St.u&v-  Cpordinating Cormnittee meeting  was  he.Ld  on  26  October  1983 
at the office of  the Resident Project Planager  in Fmhilipiti:a,  to discuss 
the  Seasonal  Summary  Report.  The  third Study Ad\-isory  Committee  (SAC) 
meeting was  held on  16  November  1989  in Colombo,  with the participation 
of  Mr  Peter  Smidt.  The  research  results  of  yala  1989  season  were 
presented and  the importance of improving  the water  delivery performance 
and  farmers'  participation in the rehabilitation process were  brought out. 
J) 
3. 
PROBLDIS  AND ISSUES 
It was unfortunate  that the period  selected for the research lias 
socially and politically so unstable that contemplated research could not 
be implemented. in full.  Research  staff had  to be  withdrawn  often from 
the field for security reasons;  the IIPlI field vehicle allocated to the 
project rms  set on  fire by-  an uidinorm  group  in July 1989.  In spite of 
all. t-hese  impediments,  field research  kas  carried out for three seasons 
and  the crdit for this must. xn  to  the field research st.aff. 
In  spite  of  the  sensitive  security  situation  and  diffjcult 
i.ircumstances  under  which  they wre  functioning,  t.he  agencv  officials, 
field level staff, and  farmers of  the project area haw offered escel.1.ent 
coop3ration and assistance for the conduct of  the field research r;hich is 
-.  si.-ateful.l~  acknor~l.&ed.  Some  of our observations have been critical and 
c,cjntroi-ersial., hut. t,his has not, affect.&  the who1.e heart.ed coopration of 
officials.  We are al.so  grateful to the members of  the  Stud?- Coordinating 
::ommi  ttee and Stud;:  Ad\-isorg Committee  for their comments and suggestions 
on  previms reports, and to the Asian Development  Bank  for its cont.inuinfi 
intxrest and strons supprt for the study. 
VGO  sorro~.ful.  incidents t.hat. took  place during the season  icere the 
stidden  passing arap of  Col..  R%,ja,  Wijesinghe, Resident Project Manager and 
MI?.  Freddie Dias Akysingghe,  Chief  Irrigation Engineer of WalarGe  Pro.ject.. 
They  were  t!eo  key  persons  of  the project,  as  well as  in our  research 
act.iv-ities.  If not for the escellent cooperation rendered  by  t,hem  to our 
staff, our research  in WalaTGe  would  not have  been  successful.  We  take 
t.his opportunity to espress our deep gratitude to them. 5 
Appendix 
(Extract  from inception report) 
Selection of subsystem 
The stw  envisages the selection of one sample subsystem in Uda 
Walawe project, for intensive data collection and analysis (the  intensive 
sample),  supplemented  by extensive and  intermittent  monitoring at  the next 
higher level subsystem (extensive  sample).  The sample subsystem should 
comprise the total command area of one distributary canal and its field 
canals and should also include both upland  (well drained) and  lowland 
(poorly drained) soils.  The subsystem.for Walawe should be relevant to 
addressing rehabilitation  issues.  Based  on  these considerations the 
following subsystems have been selected for the study. 
The  intensive  subsystem  consists  of  the  cd  area  served  by 
Distributary  Channel 8  (DC  8)  of the Chdrikawewa  Block (Figures 1.03 and 
1.04).  It has 107 allotments each of 1.2 ha (3  acres) and therefore an 
official area of 128  ha.  the actual area served is estimated to be  10% 
more  than  this  (about 140  ha  total) because  of  encroachment.  The 
Chandrikawewa Branch Canal has 18  distributaries serving nearly half of 
the Chandrikawera Block, which has a total command area of  over 2300 ha. 
This branch canal provides the basis for the extensive sample.  Dc 8  is 
one of the 18 distributaries.  In addition to nine turnouts, there are a 
large number (nearly 50) of direct outlets from DC 8.  Fanners have also 
built a  number of bunds across DC 8 at  various places to raise the water 
level.  The rehabilitation will substantially change the shape  of the 
rater distribution system in Dc 8. 6 
- 
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Figure  1 .OF  Location Map of Research Sites 
(SRI  LANKA) 
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('RB1.2) . CHAPTEn I1 
IRnIGATION  INSTI~IONS 
INTRODUCTION 
Objectives and Research Questions 
i\s outlined in the Inception Remrt. (IIMI 1988a:li), this component 
has two  broad ob.jectives: 
t  to docment and assess  the present  functioning,  strengths,  ares 
needing further strengthening, and impediments to  improvement  in the 
irrigation  management  institutions  at  the  project  and  farmers' 
levels; and 
c  to propose  structural  and  management  innovations  that could  be 
adopted in the short run to improve project performance,  and others 
that could  be  tested and adapted  over a  longer period  that rjould 
st.rengthen efforts to achieve project goals. 
Nith  these  two  objecti-ves in  mhd,  the  research  on  irrigation 
institutions at Ealawe was  gui.ded by six research questions 1i.sted in the 
Inception Report (IINT 1988a: 17-18)  .  We  attempt to  anstier these questions 
based  GI1  our  findi.ngs on  three seasons  (yda  1988,  maha  1988/1989,  and 
?nl.a  1989) and recent deve1opnient.s at tlhe  beginning of  the 1989/1990 maha 
season.  There  is  some  ox-erI.ap  1;it.h  the  research  component  on  the 
mnsement  of  *.lie  rehabilitation  process  (chapter  \Ti,  for  esample 
regardins  farmers '  organj.zat.ions.  For  easy reference,  the sis research 
quest.ions are summarized 'here: 
1.  WLat  is  the  overall  oi-ganizational  structure  of  the  agencies 
involl-ed in irrigation miagement at the pro  ject/system  level, and 
her;  has  it  evolv-ed?  Are  there  structural  factors  inhibitins 
management efficiency? I.lor< does the organizational structure affect 
the  incsntives  far various a%enc.y  personnel  to provide  efficient 
irrigation  service  and  for  farmers  t.o  cooperate  in  CWI  on  the 
sys  tem? 
What,  are the formal  and informal processes  of  decision-rraliin.;  and 
information  flow both up and down  and lateraliy, and of performance 
nionitoring  and  evaluati.on of  personnel.?  Hor;  effective are  these 
processes,  and  where could  improvement.s  be  proposed'? 
I?nat efforts are currently umd~eway  to establish w,t.ei- users'  croups 
at. the fie1.d channel,  and above?  What  methods  are being used  for 
organizing  them,  and  hou  effective are  the?.'?  lihat  are  the task 
eqxxtati~ons  of both the agency officials and the fanners in regard 
to fanners'  gmups?  Is the level of  resources invested in this area 




strengthen the groups?  khat. tasks and  funct,ions do farmers'  sroups 
cai-I-?; out now,  and  ichat,  ot,hers could  he  contemplated'? 
1.  What  are  the  patt.erns  gf  communicat.ion,  cooperation,  and 
c~llnhnrat.ion  hetijeen  the lie>' irrigat.ion management  agencr aid the 
farmers'  groups?  .Are  the asencies effective in encouraging  self- 
reliant, effective farmers' organizations, and if they are not, what 
are theireasons for this?  \+%at  could he  done to further stremthen 
the  cooperation  between  water  user  groups  and  the  manrrgement. 
agenc.ies? 
5.  Are  the  present  ptterns of  cooperation  among  farmers,  or  the 
potential  for cooperation  with  no  outside assistance,  consistent 
1;it.h  the technical requirements and technically feasible options for 
efficient. r%ater  distribution of  the present  tirnout/field channel 
design?  Khat level of effort would  be required to  match cooperative 
behavior  with t.he  technical design? 
6.  \vhat  are  the  relationships  hetween  the  institutional  factors 
addressed  in this module,  and  t.he  performance  of  the system as 
documented  in the mdule on  irrigation system performance'?  To what 
extent,,  if  at  all,  can  shortfalls  in  system  performance  be 
attri.buted to institutional fact.ors?  To what  eStent can irrigation 
syst.em perfoimance be improved through organizational and management 
innovat.ions? 
Methodology  and Definitions 
"Institutions" are  defined  hy  social  scientists as "complexes  of 
norms and behaviors that. persist over time bp ser-iing c.ollectively valud 
purposes."  They  persist  because  they  are  valued  as  well  as  useful. 
"Organizations."  are  "structures  of  recognized  and  accepted  roles.  '' 
Or$ani~zations, thus, ma??. be  instit.ut.ions, or not,  depTnding  on  whet.her 
t.he:-  have  cont.inuit.y because  they are \.zJ.ued  and useful' . 
The  term  "irrigation  institutions"  is  defined  here  as  those 
iinst.itutions directly relat.4  t.o the opei:at,ion  and management of the rater 
conveyance,  i.e.,  irri$stion,  system.  For  the  Xalawe  F'rojzct,  the 
?iahni;el i Economic Agency is respnsihle for the operation and maintenance 
of  t.he  i.rrigation syst,em,  so it. is the ma.jor  "irrisation institution." 
iiithin  the Agency,  we  focus  primarily on  the operation and maintenance 
(C&NI  dit-isi~on,  the agriculture di.vision, and  the block and  unit levels 
of  the organizaition  idijch  impl.ement. irrigation act.ivit  ies .in  the field. 
,As  iindicated  in the Incept,ion  RerJort.  (IINI 1988a:191,  the data  on 
irrigat.ion  institutions  has  heen  collected  using  a  comhination  of 
participant, obselvation and  formal and  informal  interviews, as  ice11 as 
analysis  of  documents  and  files.  Parti.cipnt  observation  involves 
I.  See Uphoff  (1986:chapter  1)  and our Interim Report  (IIMl 19RI)a) 
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att.endiK2 meetings  and  other events and observing behavior.  Inten-ieris 
have  been  carried out. 1;it.h  a vide variety of  people,  incl.tding officials 
at, various  le~l  s, farmer  l.eaders, and  ordinary farmers.  These methods 
result in qualitative data on  processes  of  decision maiiini:.  on  behavior 
patterns, and on  peoples'  explanations and rationalizations for what they 
do or see others do. 
Ideally,  these data should  be supplemented riith quantitative data 
based  on  snmp1.e surveys to get. a more  precise picture of the distribution 
of  variati~ons.  Unfortunately,  for  most  of  the period  of  study  the 
security and  political  situation was  extremely disturbed.  At times it 
seemed unwise even to try to carry out sample survey intervieks.  At other 
times, we discovered that fanners and others were  reluctant to respond in 
rays that r;ould  have provided reliable data.  Given  the extreme situation 
faced by farmers and  officials, it is to  their credit that the3:  were  able 
to assist and  cooperate with the research at all. 
lie  cannot offer precise data on  the extent of  variation, and cannot 
offer  quanti.tat,ive  data  to  substantiate  many  of  the  observations. 
Nevertheless,  i<e are confident that the observations and  seneralizations 
provi.ded. in this section, and  the conclusions and recommendations derived 
fi-on]  them,  are valid and  reflect social reality in the IialarGe  Project. 
INSTITUTIONAL  STRUCTURE  OF 
Institutional Evolution and Structure 
UDA  WAWWE PlQJECT 
The  uda  Walawe  Project  was  constructed  by  the  River  Valleys 
Development  Board and  IGE  managed  by  the Board until  t,he end  of  1981.  In 
early 1982, it was  handed over  to the Phhar;eli Authority of  Sri Ma  to 
manage.  Present1.p the PIahar;eli  Economic  Asency,  the ,system management 
asenc::  k-ithin the Aut.hoi-its, manages  the Kalaxe project.  During the Board 
period.  the mnnagement  system  of  t.he  project  r.-as  hierarchical,  Tqith  a 
regional  general  manager  on  the top and  three d.eput7 general  managers 
under him for water management,  agriculture,,  ,and land, respectively.  They 
had  line authority to the field level. 
,After  the Xahaweli  Economic  Agency  took  ox'er,  t1ii.s  hierarchical 
management  system has  replaced  ijith a  :'unitary  management  sF-stem"  in 
effect.  in other areas  managed  by  the Asency.  Under  this system,  the 
pro.ject ~jas  divided into three management  1.evels: project, block and unit. 
At the project level,  the resident project manager  is  the head  of  the 
<;hole  project..  He  is  assisted  by  specialize.?  functional  heads  for 
i.ri-igation, agriculture,  l~and,  community  devel~opnient.,  and marketing.  The 
pro.ject. is divided into seven blmks under block managers.  They,  too, are 
assisted by  special.ized functional offj.cers for irrigation, agriculture, 
land, community development, and marlieti.ng.  A  block is in turn suMivided 
into  iinits,  each  headed  by  a  unit manager.  lhere is  also a  fi.eld 
assistant for irrigation at this level.  Figure 2.01 depicts the overall 
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The  resident. project manager  is responsible  for overall activities 
of  the project, and coordinates the functions of  the sect.iora1 heads.  The 
deput.?  project. manager  (agriculture) is responsible  fcr all agricul~tural 
acti.vities of  thc  pro.ject,  including prepara.tion and  j.mplementation  of 
agricril~ture  programs,  arrangement  for timely supply of  seed mat.erial and 
other  inputs,  and pro\-i.sion of  necessary  agricultural linor;ledge  to the 
farmers.  He is assisted  b>T  sis project agricultural  officers r;ho  are 
subject  mat.Per  srecialists  in  spcific areas,  such  as  rice,  plant 
prot.ect,ion,  or animal husbandry. 
The dut.ies of  the chief irrigation engineer, who  is the head of  the 
CWJ  division,  hcltde preparation of  mter budgets  and mter allocation 
and  supply  for  the  project,  and  maintenance  of  the total  irrigation 
system.  He  is assisted by  four project  irrigation engineers  in these 
activities. The manager  (lands1 is responsible for land administration of 
the r~ho1.e  project; this includes solving fanners'  land problems,  issuing 
permi.ts, protection of  lands from encroachments, and collecting  fees. 
Me  too is assist& by three project land officers. 
The  responsi~bil.itp  of  the  deputy  resident  project  manager  f& 
commivlitj.  development  i~s  mainly  general  rqelfare  of  the  fanners.  The 
duties iticl.de promoting farmer velfare societies, makit@ arrangements to 
provi.de  fanner  training,  conducting  child  care  c.enters,  making 
arrai1gement.s to provide housing loans to  the farmers, and. developing youth 
soci.et,ies  and  sports  activities.  He  is  assist.&  b::  a  c.omnUnity 
development  officer.  Tlie project  marketing  officer is  resj-aisible  for 
niarlieti.ng farmer pr.rxlucts  and  siippi,y of Some  inputs, to  the farmers.  These 
sectional  heruls  are  esrected  t.o  xork  in  collaboration  under  the 
coordinat.ion of  the resident. project manager  i.n  supplying their services 
to the  farmers  in achieving  the ul.timate  0bject.iL.e  of  up-grading  t.he 
1ivj.ng standard of  the farmers. 
The hiodi management  stnicture is a reflection of  t.he pro.ject level 
striicturs.  Th'ha  hl.ccli manager,  BS head of  the  hlocli:  is  responsible f3r 
t,he  0;-erall.  nct,i\-i.ties of  the  block.  Line  officers,  specifica1l.?  the 
&riciiltirral.  offi.cer,  irrigation  engineer,  land  officer,  commiinitv 
de\;elopment  officer,  and  the  marlietiiig  assist-ant,  represent  the 
respnsj  bil ities of  ths respective  sectional  heads  on  t.he  hlncli  Level 
wider  the block manager.  The  block mnager coordinates the key' fur.ct.ions 
af agriciil ture,  irrigation,  ].and,  community  dei-elopment,  znd  marketi.m. 
He  is respnsihle to t.he resident project manager  in his activities.  The 
line offi.cers are ex-pectd t.o supp1.y their servic.es to the farmers through 
the unit lex-el  officers in a  mu1t.i.-di.sciplinarp approach. 
,4  block  is di\-idid ointo 10  to 15 units.  Fach  unit is comprised  of 
about  1.25 farmer families'  under a unit manager.  The unit manager  is the 
jnterface betrjeen  the farmers  and  the officers.  His duties are multi- 
'.  Thfs i.s the official figure, based  on  the number  of  allottees. 
Through  suhcii\-isi.on of  growing  families the actual nimber  is undoubted1:- 
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disciplinary.  Ile  is respnsible for supplying all. the services  relevant 
to agriculture, land, community developent, and marketing to  the farmers. 
IIi~s  j~ncludes  implementing al.  1 the  programs of rcorks,  provision of senTices 
to  t,he  farmers,  attending  to  farmer  probl.ems,  preparing  reports,  and 
collecting data and other necessary information required by hisher levels. 
Ihwewr,  the unit manager’s main  activity is in ariculture.  The other 
field officer, the field assistant, is given the responsibility for water 
management  under the block  irrigation ergineer. 
The  organimtional structure  .of the h’alawe Project is different from 
the prevailing administrative set up  of  the country with its more  rigid 
hierarchial bureaucratic style, low inter-dependencyof functions, and its 
inability to respond  rapidly  to a  changing  environment.  The  unitary 
management  system has been  introduced to the h’alawe Project based on  the 
exprience in other Mahawe1.i  projects such as System  H.  It is a matris 
type  of  system  with,  in principle  at  least,  balanced,  coordinated, 
specialized, but integrated funct.ions.  It has an integrated approach with 
a hjgh  level of coordination of those multiple functions to  provide prompt 
specialized services to the farmers.  In principle, it has the flexibility 
and  adaptability  for  quickly  responding  to the  changing  environment. 
florevei-, the reality does not match  the potential. 
Factors Inhibiting Management  Effectiveness 
Lack of  Coordination.  The  coordination and  integrated approach  of 
the fuxtional sections rdiich is most essential in the present mna.:ernent 
syst,eiil iaas  hardly visible at an:?  of three levels,  pro.ject,  block or ui1i.t. 
Th1.s  has become  a serious constraint. t.o the successful implementation  of 
the programs  organized b.y  these sections.  In practice, we  observed that 
each  section emphasizes  the importance of  its individual actii-ities and 
op=rates as a sepai-r,te finictional uni.t to achieve i.ts objectives. 
For  esample,  the activities of  the Of01  dii-ision are  1.imited  t.o  & 
comxrn  for  seasonal  iater  supply;  there  is no  concern  1;it.h  the 
cont.ribution of  the  water su~plr  to crop production,  or  r;i.th  overall 
pi-cductivi tg of the resource.  The agriculture section is concerned about 
implementinz its agricultural i.mp.lementa.tion and estension progr.ams which 
primarilp:  i.nclude  conductins  farmer  and  officer  t.raining,  conducting 
d?monstrat.ions,  and supply of  inputs to the farmers.  But it has little 
concern for rater management problems.  The commwity development section 
is invol~ved  in some  farmer xelfare activities; but it has  had  110  role in 
organizing  <cater users’  groups.  The  main  act,ivity of  the marketing 
sect.ion is supplyinq some  inputs such as  fertilizer t.o  t:.he  farmers.  The 
land  section implements  the program  of  legalj~zj.nq  encroached  lands.  A11 
the sections  operate z separate  entities and  there  i.s  no  i.nt.eg-ated 
approach t,o achieve the overall objectives of  the  Agency.  EL-en during the 
season,  the 06iM  and  agriculture  sections  work  separately  and  do  not 
collaborate in any activities. 
In principl.e,  the resident project. manager’s  role is t.o  insure that 
However,  it  ras  our  the 1-arious functions are integratd and coordinated. 1  ii 
chserv-ation that tuitil  recent. personnel changes occurred, thjk integration 
~as  not achieved.  We  return to t.his prohl~em  again, helor<. 
.'  The s.me  siti.iat.j  on  characterizes the hlock ].eve]. where  collahoration 
between  the sect~ional  heads  is rare.  Each section  of  the tlock vorlcs 
seprately  and tries to implement the  narrovlyfocused work program of the 
respct.ive  project-l~evel  sn?t,ion.  Few collaborative efforts rcere obsexed 
;.i  +,her in planning ni'  in solx-ing probl.ems such as irrigation difficulties 
that arise duri~nz  a sea.son.  Until recently the block  land officers yere 
even  stationed at the project office under the project mger  for land. 
At. the i.rnit level there esists a structural factor that inhibits the 
coordination between  the unit mger  and  field assistant.  The  field 
assistants are  attached  to the  irrigation  section and  appointed  on  a 
distrj.butary charnel hasis. under  engineering assistants.  They  are not 
resrmisihle  to the unit  managers  for their  work.  There  is almost  no 
coordination  between  these  tiqo  unit  level  officers.  Often,  the unit 
mana.gers are not ahnre of  t.he activities of the fie1.d assistsnts assigned 
t,o  their units.  For  esample  the unit manasers are not well  informed  on 
t.he  pre-seasonal  irrigation  maintenance  work  carried  out  hy  the field 
assi  stant,s.  There ?<ere  some inst.ances  rhm  the unit managers  icere  pot. 
even  accare iL+sen  their field assi.stants mre t.i-ansfwred from  the unit'. 
The  lack  0:'  integration  of  fiinctions  has  resulted  in inadeqmte 
\cmti-ols, and  there:?;.  a 101;   level^  of  services  to the farmers as <<ell  as 
haphazard  a.pproaches to fermer problems. 
Staff and block meetings.  Staff and block meetings are m  important 
management tool in the present management system.  Staff meetings are held 
at the  project  level;  all  the  sectional  heads  and  block  managers 
lmrticipate  in  them  under  t,he  chairmanship  of  the  resident  proje2t 
mnager.  Block meetings  chaired by  the block managers  are held at block 
lei-el and all the block  lei-el sectional heads and the unit lex-el officms 
prticipate.  It is  a.t.these meetings  thzt  the integrated approxh is 
supposd to be  act.ivat,d,,  corporate  actions  planncxi,  and  performance 
evaluated.  Rowever,  the full. ptential of these meetings is not achieved. 
The project staff meetin< is held once a month.  Froceedings are  limited 
t,o discussins the day-to-day  activities of  each sect,ion separatdy.  At 
these  meeti~ngs, the  divisions  and  conflicts  among  the  sections  are 
exp-essed,  rat.her than a  team  approach.  Block meetings are held  once a 
wee:< and t.heir proceedi.ngs as reel I  are l.imit,ed to  discussing the dapto- 
itay activit.ies of  each section; collabt?rat.ive efforts at the meetings are 
rare. 
Under  thz present  unitary  syst.ern  vhat.  is  required  from  t.he  t.op 
mnnagement  is a prticipatory leadership style.  But  until  recently at 
least.,  this has  not  been  the case  accordiE to our  observations.  The 
" . This probl.em is not ohserved in S~yst.em  tl, rihere the unit managers 
play an important  role  in irrigation management  as  well. as  agriculture. 
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staff meetings  hve  heen  conducted  under  the  one  voice of  the chairman. 
This has also inlii~hited  the effectiveness of  the rneetims  since the role 
of t,he  top mananement  should  be  that  of  a  coordinnt.or of  the mirltiple 
functions.  Eiany  officers ~je  intenriewed from  both  the project and block 
l.ei-ei~n  suggest&  t.he  need  to change  the present  management  to a  more 
cnordi~nated  approach. 
Delegation  of  authority.  The  logic  of  the'  management  structure 
suggests that substantial management  authority should be  delegated to the 
block  and  unit levels.  Delegation  of  authority enables the manager  to 
make  decisions  without  seeking approval  by  higher  management.  At the 
Mock  level the block  manager is exwted  to have authority delegated by 
the resident  project manager.  But  the block  manager  has  ver:T  little 
decision-making  power  without  the  approval  of  the  resident  project. 
manager.  Therefore he has become  no more  than a monitoring agent of  the 
activities planned bj:  the higher levels.  As  noted in a  recent study of 
the PlaharJeli Economic Agency's  management  of  System  13, 
At the  block  level,  the absence  of  either  direct or  delegated 
aut.horitv weakens  the hand of  the block manager.  Though  devoid of 
real  authority,  the  block  manager  cont.inues  to be  the primary 
transmitter of  information  from  above . . . tern magement at. th.? 
hlock  level  is  very  comples  and  ineffective  (Rab;.  and  Merrey 
398'3:72). 
The unit manager  also has a  very  important. plac?  i~n  t.he project  in 
his  rolr as the interface between the fanners and  t.he .Agency.  .ichiei-ement 
of  the organization's  ob.jectives ultimately depends  on  him.  The  unit. 
imanager  has  a  lot of  responsibilities but he too lacks authority.  Since 
the unit manager  has neither decision-making po~er  nor authorit.y, he has 
i;irtuallx kome  a field officer in executing given functions.  It. is also 
doubt.fu1 whether  the  remuiieration  is  compatible  riith  the r;orkload  and 
i-esi-fiiisi  hilit:..  The present  salary structure places  both  the  technical 
offi.cei-s and unit manaqers at  equal  l.evels, r4iich  ma>- be not fair rjheii one 
mmpai-es  their roles and  respnsi  bili.ties. 
Since the main  activity of  the unit managers  i.s agricultural, the? 
cnncentrate on  this aspt.  The  field assi.stants seem  to be  isolatL4 in 
their  irrigation  activities  due  to  t.he  lack  of  coordinat.ioi-1  and 
int.egrati  on  r?i th the unit manager. 
Lack  of,  Unity of  Command.  The  matris  management  system combines 
vert.ica1 and  horizontal  coordination.  In  the  division  of  the  t.hree 
niznagement. levels in the project, the  block manager  is supposed to com5'  i.ne 
project and  fi.eld level coordination.  If this cool-dinat.ion is real\-, the 
unity of  commnnd  is violated,  a  characteristic waliness  of  the mat.ris 
system.  1.t  is  doubtful  whether  this  vertical  coordination  can  be 
maintained  by  the block  manager  successfully without. an  effective link 
between  the  pro.ject  and  block  levels  in respective  functions.  There 
exists a  gap  in such  instances.  This gap between  the project and  block 
 level^  is prticularly clear  in the %'I  division where  the coordination 
betreen project and block  in field level water  distribution is x-erp  low. 18 
r-esiilt:ins  in a  low  level  of  system performance.  This is  discussed beloii 
uivkr "system operation.  '' 
Conclusions and  Rec&endations  for Improving Management  Efficiency 
1.  There  is  !.i.ttl~e integration  of  project.  activit.ies,  which  has 
resulted  i.n  For  control  of  the overall .act.ivit,ies.  The  eswcted 
manaqement  efficiency is  not  achieved;  there  is a  shortfall  in 
system performance.  Therefore,  we  propose a "systems approach" to 
achieve a higher level of  integration mom  tlie functional sections. 
In a systems  approach  the organization is taken as a total system 
compri.sed of  subsystems  r;hich  are  equally imprtant and  therefore 
should he  intezrated.  One  subsystem should not overlap the other, 
as one presently finds in Walawe. 
Since  agriculture and  irrigation are the  main  activities,  these 
divisions have  become  prominent  and competitive.  Therefore,  each 
functional  section  should  consider  the i~ho1.e  project  as  a  total 
s:-s-st.em  icithin r;hich  each section is equally important.  This can be 
achiei-ed  by  clarifying  the  roles  of  the  divisions,  including 
formalization  of  the requirement  for close coordinati.on  and  joint 
res~:~r~sihilit~-  for the success.  of  irrigated agriculture, and close 
moini t.ori.n.g of  the performance  of  the di.visions and their st.aff in 
tll is  regard. 
i.  The  lack i;f  coordination between the functional sections is a.lso dus 
to the lack of understandins of tlie present nmiageineiit syst.em.  Some 
officers t-end to think that the hierarclhi~cal  set  up as in t!ie  fonrer 
FLiver  l'alleys  Qevelopment  Board is more  effective than the present 
system.  This is partly because  the loose  integrati~on  has result& 
i.n  loose control 05-er actii-ities.  Therefore,  the officers have  to 
be  giwn a  bertir understanding about  the present  s:3tem  and  the 
i-i-quired  integration hetreen funct,ional sec.ti  .jns throush i.n-seroice 
training. 
2.  The  block  manazer's  position,  iiithout  suyficient  d~misitm-inakiw 
authorit:i,  not<  is  that  of  a monitoring  asent,  or  a  "te.lephone 
eschange"  to pias  messages.  Apart  from  being  a  coordinator  of 
different functions he should he a mmayer  in his block r;ith  real 
rlecisioii-mnlijng  aiithori  ty-.  As  suggestid  i.n  Rahy  and  Xerrer-  ,  1 qpq.  .,.  .87-8Y  I,  flie blocli  raiiager is mnagi.ng  the i1nterfac.e hetween 
tho  highei:-level.  rvlministration  and  the  farmers;  a  madern 
~iit.i-eii:-F-ii,?Lii.ial  or  strategic  management  style,  responsive  to 
farmers'  (c1ient.s') needs,  is requireci at this  livel.. 
4.  Snme  structui-a1 changes  are required at.  the iir,it, level idlere  the 
field  assistants  are  under  the  engineerins  assistants  and  not 
reslmnsihle,to the unit managers.  There is no coordination of  the 
act.ivities of  the unit manager  and fiel~d  assist.ant.  We suggest. it 
i~ould  be better if the field assistants work under  the unit managers 
and are  responsible  to them.  Further,  some  redistribution of  the 
WIJ-~  assignments of the unit managers  and  field assistants can  be 19 
recommended  for bet.ter performance ;  the unit  managers  should  have 
more  reslmnsihj lity for  i.rrigati.on,  and  the  field acsistant  for 
agr  icul  tura  1 act  ix-i  ties. 
The unit manager  r<ho has nor- virtuallp become a field officer should 
also be  given  sufficient decision-ding pEers  within  his unit. 
He is ideally a microcosm  of  the block manager,  and should niuna.ze 
the farher-azency  interface.  Ifis performance  should be evaluated 
in terms of  results -- his ability to assist farmers to sol\-e their 
problems  (Raby md Merrey  1989:  88-89). 
5.  The  potentials of  t.he present staff and  block  meetings  should be 
fully  utilized for the efficiency of system  performance.  This pint 
is developed further below. 
IRRIGATION  SYSTEM  OPERATION 
Project Level  Structure 
As Figure 2.02  show, there are four irrigation ensheers under  the 
chief irrigation engineer for system operation, construction, maintenance, 
and  training field officers in (%?I.  Under  the irrigation engineer  for 
operation,  there are two  tczchnical  officers assimed, one  e.ach  for the 
right and left. hdi  cana1.s.  The technical officer for the left. hank  canal 
is assisted by  one  field assistant while  the technical  officer  for the 
right  bdi   canal^  has two field assistants, one  for hater deliveries  to 
Chandrikar<eia Block and the other to Biidiana Block.  The  other blocks are 
manazed  with irrigation laborers 
There are three other irrigation engineers assigned respective1)- for 
trainiw, construction,  and  maintenance.  However,  due  to the ongoia 
reliabilit.ation program  the  OW1  divisi.on  finds  it difficult  to assign 
specific duties systeinatical:.::  accordi.iz to  Figure 2.02.  The LWI division 
es-ts  to assign them r4t.h these specific duties after rehahilitation. 
At present the irrigation engineer  (training) is assizned to train field 
level  officers  on  the  proposed  &\.I  procedures.  The  enzineers  for 
maintenance  and  const.ruction help  the operation  irrigation engineer  in 
day-to-day  operations since there is not much  maintenance and const.ruction 
work due to the ongoing rehabilitation work.  The Hahar<eli Economic Agency 
has  made  an arrangement  to release  one  irrigation engineer sach year  to 
work  with  the  consulting  engineers  in  the  rehabilitation  project. 
Otheriljise,  there is no other direct i.nvolvement of the CAM di-%-ision  in th? 
implement.ation of  the rehabili.tation work. 
There are five irri.gation laborers under  the technical officer for 
the right bank canal for operating gates and  collecting game readings. 
The  responsibility of  the C@l  division in water  distribut.ion covers from 
below the headworks  doim  to the block  levels,  including deliveries  to 
direct offtaiies from  the right and  left bank main canals. 20 
Project Level Operational Pattern 
Before  a new  season start.s, the  CWI division collects crop plamiing 
sununaries which  include tile eqxctd  ext,ent, of  land to he cult.ii-ated r;i.tli 
different crops from  each block.  bed  on  these crop planning summaries 
the OEM  division prepares  the rjater budget  for each block. 
After the hater  issue dates are decided at. the kma  (cultivation) 
meeting w~ich  is held  to decide  the cultivation calendar,  the headworks 
engineer'  is  informed  by  the  o&M  divisi.on  of  the  dates  and  the 
requi-rements.  When  the titer issues begin,  deliveries to the offtakes 
from  M:  7  to M:  23  under  Embilipitiya  Block are  made under  the direct. 
suprvision of  the technical  officer for the right bank  canal.  \Cater 
deliveries to Chandrikawewa  and Binlcama  Blocks are made  by  the two  field 
assistants under  the super\-ision of  this technical  officer.  After the 
init.ia1 m0nt.h  of  issues for a  season,  hater  issues for 1.and preparation 
rotations are intrduced axtong  the direct offtake distri.butaries. 
Technical  officers play the major  role in distribution.  Holcever, 
the  irrigation engineer  for  owrations  is  kept.  informed  of  the dailr 
operations. Operations are cl~oselg;  monitored and gauge readings are taken 
daily  and  recorded.  However,  there  is  little  evidence  that  this 
i.nformation is  ana.lyzL4 or  used  for management  purposes.  Any  changes 
necessarS in t,he deliveries to the blocks are requested by  relevant blwk 
lex-e:.  irrigati.on  offi.ci.als  di.rectly  from  the  project  C?@1  division. 
Sometimes,  minm adjust,ments are made  informally through  the technical 
officcics or relevant  field assistants. 
At the  end  of  each  season,  a  project-level  perfoimance  summary 
reprt. is prepared h-  the 0&?1 division and is fomarded to the head office 
of  t.he Fla.har-eli Ec.onomic Azency.  This revrt includes a summary  of  hulk 
rmt.er releases  from  t.he reservoir and es-sluice duty of water. 
., 
The block  le~e.1.  crop plaiining  summaries  r.~ich  are used  by  ttz  M,>1 
division to prelmre  the [cater buGet are prepared by the block  irrigation 
.engineers,  using  information provided by the unit managers.  We note that 
t.here is very littl.e difference between  the two  seasons of  t.he year and 
therefore there is not, much  difference in reported witer  allocations for 
each  season.  Usually the crop planning  summaries sent. by  the irrization 
engineers serve  lit.tle puryose  in deci.ding the rater allocations, due to 
de1.a.s  i.n forwarding  ?.hem.  These  are  t,herefore  based on  Wst. records. 
nut. this r<at.er budget  is flexible. 
Block  Level Management  Structure: Chandrikawewa  Block 
The irrigation ei-gineer  is responsible for wat.er distrihution rcithin 
the block.  Although  nominal1.y  under  the  block  manager,  he  actually 
reports to the chief  irrigation engineer  in charge of  the CE.1  di.vision. 
'  .  The headr.arlis  are managed by  a separate unit within the 3ahar;eli 
Aut~.hoi:it,y of  Sri LarJia,  and are not under  the resident pro.ject manager. 21 
The  oprat.ion  at the block level is limited to the Chandrikawerra Branch 
Canal and its vari.ous  offtnlces, to the field channel level.  As shoim in 
Fi.gure 2.33, the  irrigation  engineer  is  assisted  by  two  engineering 
assistants;  one is assigned to di.stributaries  1 t.o  113 and the other for 
the  remaining distributaries including those under the %madala  Branch 
Canal.. The responsibility for internal distribution  on  distributaries is 
entrirsted  to  13  field assistants under the supervision of  engineering 
assistant.s.  A  techniral  officer  is assigned  the  responsibility fo? 
deliveries to the distributaries from the branch canal.  I3e  is assisted 
by an irrigation laborer.  Ten irrigation laborers are appint.ed  for the 
distributaries  where  internal  rotations  are  implemented  under  field 
assistants who  operate field channel gates. 
Block Level Operation Pattern 
Water  deliveries  to  the  Chandrikaweha  Branch  Canal  from 
Chandri1iavet-a  reservoir are under the control of the project Mi  division. 
Water  deliveries  to  the  distributaries  are made  on  a pre-scheduled 
rotation  smtem.  During  the  rotational  issues  to  the  tail-end 
distributaries. on Sunday,  Monday and  Tuesday,  the branch canal deli\-eries 
are increased in  -order to give adequate supply to the tail-end.  In longer 
distributaries,  water issues are rotated among the field channels.  Field 
channel rotations are implemented in Dcs 6, 8,  10,  15,  17,  and  18.  The 
rota.tions  operated  in Dcs 8  and I8  are not significant since or&-  one 
field channel gate is closed in each for one or tiGo  days  to increase the 
vol.ume of rmt.er  to the tail-end of the particular channels.  Rotaticnal 
i.ssues  are  started two  weeks after the initial water issues and a  separate 
rotation is operated during the land preparation period 14th more days of 
issues to all distributaries than in the normal rotation.  Usually the 
distributapf  and field channel rotations  are not flexible  unless there  are 
serious irrigation problems. 
There are calculated quantities of water to be  released from t,he 
branch canal to the distributaries but the actual release is more as the 
s>-st.em is defective and irrigation efficiency is  lo^.  There  are nc. games 
for some distributaries (Ws  1, 10, 12, and 131 -- most were removed  b>- 
the farmers to get more hater.  The gauge readings also do not indicate 
the 6.orrect  figures as the canals are silted up  and there has been  no 
recent calibration of the structures.  Readings are taken daily but they 
are not analyzed and utilized. 
Control of  hater deliveries between  the branch  canal .and fie1.d 
channel  levels rests with  the  branch  canal technical officer, who  is 
responsible  for  water  deliveries  from  the  branch  canal  to  the 
distributaries.  He is the key figure in system operation in Chandrika1:ewa 
Block.  System  operation  to  the  distributary'  level  has  become  his 
responsibility  by default given the lack of involvement of.  other officers. 
His  role  is so  important that  there were  some instances when  s?-stem 
operation  I-  disrupted when he was on leave.  Block  level officers are 
i.nvolved  in  operations  only  whenever  there  are  serious  irrigation 
difficulties. 22 
Further, in this sitriation of  lack of  involvement of  field officers, 
the ii-rigati.on laborers have  become  t.he main  figures in system operation 
helori  t.he distributaries.  Gnder  this informal  structure for irrigation 
management  the branch card technical offj.cer is actually the key  figure 
in  s>-st.rm  operation and  the irrigation laborers,  rqorking  directly under 
him,  play the main  role below  the distributary level. 
Doth  the  distributary and field channel rotations are rigid but sqme 
flesibility is  sometimes  introduced  to cater  to the needs  of  tail-end 
fanners.  Decisions on  the amount of ,rater to be  delivered and the area to 
be  given  water  are  decided  by  the  technical  officer'on  information 
provided by  the irrigation laborers. 
Though  the branch canal  technical officer is in fact the key figure 
in  the  operation  of  the  system  at  field  level,  he  lacks  official 
authority.  His authority comes  from  the block  irrigation. engineer and 
block  manager.  Therefore,  he  feeds  them  information  and  advice  if an 
important decision is to be  taken.  Despite his key  role,  the technical 
officer has had  no training in rater management;  he operates using his  own 
skill~s  and  eqm-ience.  Technical  advise on  operation and  maintenance 
comes from the irrigation engineer and engineering assistants.  Decisions 
at. t.he  bl.oclc  management  level  such  as gettins  the services  of 'field 
assistants comes  from  the block  manager.  On  the other  hand  the block 
manager  receives  feedback  on  field level  operations  through  the  hranzh 
canal technical officer. 
Rotations at Distributary and Field Channel Levels 
The  rotations presently found on  a  few distributaries r<ere devised 
hp  field assistants abut five years  ago  to try to reduce  irrigation 
difficult-ies on  the  hil-end  of  these  distributaries.  hhatever  t.he 
ireahesses  in preparing  them,  such  a  rotational  distribution  of  iater 
gives  some  cont.rol over  the vater  conswnption  of  the head-end  farmers 
xhile providing  some  assurance  of  rmt.er  issues  to the tail-end fanners. 
In some  of  the dj.st.ributaries, the rotation is planned  in a  ~ay  to give 
r.ater  to the tail-end rzhen  the rater deliveries are high  in the branch 
:?anal.  Apart from  the  rotations mong  field channels,  there are. some 
instzinces of  applyinz rotations Tqithin  field channels, arranged either by- 
the  farmers or by  the officers. 
The  present.  rotation  q-stem  in  some  distributaries  is  the  onl?: 
iax-kah1.e  solution available to the irrigation officers to  solve irrigation 
prohl.ems on  such a dilapidated sJ-stem.  If it were not for the rotations 
operated in longer distributaries, serious irrigation difficulties would 
have  resulted  in  the bloclr  under  the present  defective and  neglected 
.s:-stem. 
However,  the objective of devising this rot.ation system has  to ease 
irrigation  problems  in  the  tail-end  and  not  necessarily  to  ensure 
equitable  distribution.  Therefore,  there  is  a  wide  gap  in water 
consumption  between  the  head  and  tail  ends  and  there  remain  mans? 
irrigation difficulties in the tail-end of  some  of these dist,ributaries. 23 
For example, 4.t is doubtful whether in planning  the rotational issws the 
actual servicp areas under field ChaMels  are taken into mideration. 
Another  reason for this difference in consumption is the damage3 
head-end field channel gates.  Most of the head-end field channel gates 
on almost all the distributaries are damaged; equitable distribution is 
very difficdt under these conditions. 
Constraints to Efficient Water  Manag-t 
At the  block level, there is no  doubt that the,dilapidated  condition 
of the irrigation structures is a major constraint to efficient.  mter 
managemeht.  In the  last  few  years, the  agency  has  not'  allocates 
sufficient funds for routine desilting and jungle clearing, hhich has 
aggravated the situation.  However, we  find that this situation is often 
used  by  officials  to  rationalize  their  lack  of  effort  to  improve 
management  of water.  In fact  there are .my  serious managerial and 
organizational constraints,  some  of.'which  lie behind the deterioration of 
the distribution system. 
In most seasons  serious water distribution problems occur in the 
tail-end distributaries while the supply is ebundant for the head-end 
dktributaries. Farmers in  some field  channels  of tail-end  distrihtaries 
do not receive  water in some  rotational issues.  They find there is no one 
to assist.  them with their problems, so they have to hait until the nest 
rotational issue.  The lack  of officers' involvement in  the field to 
assist farmers in water distribution is a  serious  problem.  Further,  there 
is no monitoring of the rater distribution;  therefore it is not possible 
to have any control over the distribution.  Fanners' behavior such as 
illegal x-ater tapping by head-end farmers is yet another constraint to 
efficient water  management -- but  it  is a behavior  fanners are often 
driven to  b>- their  inability to  obtain water  legitimately.  Illegal 
opening of  head-end  distributaries during  the  rotational  closure has 
become a  general practice of the farmers. 
Water  distribution. belor;  the  field  channel  level  is  the 
responsihi1it.v of the .farmers.  There is no rotation and all the field 
outlets,  are kept open  continuously during the mter  issues;  Farmers keep 
them open even if the fields  are adequately irrigated and mter  is  drained 
off to the drainage  canal.  This is a  common feature in-distributary  head- 
end  channels; such operational losses are compensated with  additional 
issues.  Sometimes,  fanners  ,adopt  their o&  methods such as building bush 
weirs across distributaries to head up the canal water level to irrigate 
their fields.  There is  a wide gap Gtueen  the head-end and the tail- 
in water use and usually the tail-end fanners receive water only after 
head-end farmers feel that ther had received an adeqmlte  supply. 24 
WATER  MANAGJMBT  IN Dc8 IN ORIKAWEWA BLOCK 
Physical Layout  of  the Distributary 
DC8  is tho intensive sample for this research.  There are nine field 
channels  on  this  distributary, sis on  the  left bank  and  three  on  the 
right.  Cornpard to ather 
dist.ributari'es  on  Chandrikawewa  Branch  Cmal,  Dc8  is  one  of  the most 
dilapidated.  Most  of the stivctures provided in the original desigx are 
badly damaged and none are functioning; as a result the canal is serious1:- 
eroded. The upper part  of  the distributary is deep.  Except  for RBI  there 
are no  field channel  turnout gates among  the nine field channels. on  the 
distributary.  In addition to the official turnouts there are twb or more 
unofficial  openings  in five field channels  tI52,  I333,.  LB6,  RB2,  RB3) 
through  h&ich  the water  flows  into fields  from  the distributary,  by- 
passing the official turnout. 
For easy reference t.he?- are named as RB and La. 
In many  places  both  the distributary and  field channel  buds are 
very rqeali and narror;  due to severe erosion and  poor  maintenance.  About 
48  farmers have  direct farm  outlets;  six of  them  do  not ha\-e pipes  for 
outlets, so the?- irrigate by cutting or tunnelling the distributarq- bund. 
Along  the distributaries and  field channels, approximately 20  farmers  (20 
percent of  the total1 have  no pipes for their outlets.  They also use the 
same  methnd  for irri.gation, i.e., cutting hds. The  48 farmers r;ho  have 
direct outlets use woooden  logs to bldi  the distributary in order to raise 
the r-ater level.  Eight such places have been  identified, each serving 5- 
6  faimers. 
Operational Procedure 
The  Dc8  turnout  is  closed every  Thursday  and  FridaJ- during  the 
season after,  the first  two  weeks of  initial issues.  is  there are no  field 
channel gates, operating a  rotation within CC8 is not  possible,  r.-ith  the 
escept.ion of  SB1.  Patational operation of  RBl  to provide estra mter t,s 
the  tail-end  had  been  started  by  the  field  assistant,  folloriii-g 
suggestions by  the  fanners of  RB2  and  about sis fanners at the estreme 
Uj.1 end of 'the distributary, riith the consent of the fanners on the field 
channel.  Vs'ually,  the rotation starts about three weelis  after the initial 
Gater  issues  but  sometimes  if  the  farmers  of  $81  have  not  received 
adequate r;ater it is not possible to start the rotation so early- since the 
rotation is intrduced with  the farmers'  conseint.  Therefore most  oft.en 
the rotation starts after the land prepx-ation.  Under  this rotation the 
field.  channel is cl.osed for two days,  Monday  and  Tuesday.  There is no on? 
to monitor  the dist.1-ibution dthin  the distributary. 
Distribution Problems 
DC8  receives  an adequate  supply  in comparison  to  the  tail-end 
distributaries but there are many constraints to  equal distribution within 
Dc8 itself.  Usually the tail-end famrs  do not receive their first rater 
supply until at least. two  weeks  from the commencement of  issues, and they 
receive an adequate supply onlr after the head-end  farmers receive mter. 25 
Undoubta1.y a major  constraint  to  equal  bater  sharing  is  the 
dilapidated  irrigation infrastructure.  The  dilapidated system is  not 
conducive to equal distribution; instead it is indicative  of a  permissive 
environment where  farmers can  adopt arbitrary and ad  hoc  operational 
practices. 
The presence of direct farm outlets is another constraint to equal 
distribution bf  water.  Farmers tho  have  direct outlets build  wooden 
structures in the distributam to raise the hater level. 
adversely affects tail-enders,  especially  on RB2 and the extreme tail-end 
of the distributary.  The'  head-enders however, have no other choice.. 
l3ecause of this practice by the head-enders, the tail-enders in turn have 
to seek  their om  methods for  irrigation.  Therefore, they irrigate at 
night by destroying the wooden bush weirs.  On the following day  the head- 
enders again rebuild the structures. 
This practice. 
1 
Unequal distribution among field channels is also connnon  in JK8. 
The  reasons  are  the  lack  of  turnout  gates  and  the  breaching  of 
distributary buds.  As  a result, some field channels get extra water. 
LD2 and 3  illustrate  this.  me  official turnout for W2  does not function 
properly so the field channel is issued extra  water through a  tunnel under 
the distributary  bund.  In addition, it has the opportunity to capture  the 
DC8 flow through another distributary breach.  The situation on LB3 ira5 
al-so  serious though it feeds only two allotments.  The Dc8 burd near this 
field channel had a  break in it hhich helped it to capture extra Later. 
But underlying all these physical problems is a  more fundamentd 
problem: the lack of any management system either on the agency side or 
among farmers.  Officer involvement in the distributary is low; organized 
cooperative farmers' management is minimal.  Farmers are on their OI~. 
There is almost no monitoriia of the field level distribution,  an 
imlnrtant cont,ribut.or to  the  unequal  distributisn  of  rater  in  the 
dist,rihutary.  At  the project  level  the system  operation  is  c105e1y 
monitored  under the direct supervision of the irrigation engineer  for 
opei-at.ions. At  the block  level, system operation is monitored only  in 
terms  of deliveries  to'  distributaries by  the branch  canal  technical 
officer: there is 1itt.le  effective involvement of the other officers. 
At  the  field  level  there  is  hardly  any  monitoring  of  the 
dis%ribrition and falmers adopt their own  methods even at the espnse  of 
the  others.  There  is  very  little  incentive  and  demand  far active 
involvement  of  field  level  officers  for  improving  dist.ributarr 
perfomnce. In this situation  the relatively  effective  monitoring si%tem 
at the project level is not replicated at  the field level.  The question 
is, should the project officers limit their activities only to the =in 
sylatem  level  in  a situation  where  there  are  serious  field  level 
distribution problems? 
The desirable extent of involvement of the agency in field level 
rater distribution is  the other  question.  ?here are no viable farmer 
organizations and farmer behavior is  individualistic.  Therefore direct 26 
officer involvement  at the field level,  to fill the  vacuum,  may  be  R 
necessity. 
Present Pattern of  Cooperation among  Fanners 
But  it does not happen  at present. 
As  discussed  above,  there  is  very  little cooperation  among  the 
fhimers in sharing riater,  for example in M38.  The farmers adopt their own 
arhit.rarg irrikation practices, which the dilapidated system permits.  The . 
head-end  farmers allor;  the tail-enders ,to irrigate only after they feel 
that they have  received adequate r;at.er.  The  head-end  farmers  keep  the 
fie1.d outlets opened even if the fields are adequately irrigated and r.ater 
is flowing into the drainage canal.  In the distributaries where  internal 
rotations are operated,  the rotation is prepared  in a way to allocate more 
water  to the head-end  farmers  to satisfy them  before diverting water  to 
the tail-end.  A  block  irrigation official said that the head-end fanners 
have to  be satisfied first if the rotations are to be  implemented.  Still, 
if  there  is  an  irrigation  difficulty  head-end  farmers  violate  the 
rotational  issues.  In these distributaries most  of  the head-end  field 
channel turnout gates have been damaged by the farmers.  In El0  the gates 
of  the  first eight  field channel  turnouts  have  been  damaged  by  the 
farmers.  iiie  observed that water  is drained off to the drainage canal from 
t.hose  field ch+nnels due to continuous supply. 
The  rotations  along  the  branch  canal  are  also  violated  by  the 
farmers of the head-end distributaries.  Our observations during :ala  1989 
disclosed that the head-end  distributaries  (numbers  1 to 5)  rGere  opened 
b>- the farmers almost everyday,  immediately after t.hey riere closed at t.he 
end of  rotation; the irrigation laborer for the branch canal had to close 
them  subsequently  every  morning.  No  padlocks  have  been  fised  on 
distributary turnout gate except for tK8 because the farmers break them. 
Some  officials  thinli  that  t.he  farmers’  arbitrary  practices  such  as 
damagin:!  structures  might  be  a  precedent  for  the  future  (1:ast- 
rehabilitation]. 
The lack of in-,-olvement of  the officers in  field level distribution 
is  another  reason  for  these practices  among  fanners.  This  gives  the 
farmers a free hand for any arbitrary practice; on the other hand  the>-  are 
forced to come  up rcith  their orm  solutions to problems  in the absence of 
officials’ assistance.  During  maha  1988/1989,  some  tail-end Dc8 faimer 
dm?.ged the structure near RB2  since the r-ater flow below the channel xias 
blocked.  This  action affected the  farmers  of  RB2  so  they  completely 
dcstroyerl the turnout structure.  This 1ja5 repaired by the agency in :ah 
1989  but again the farmers  damaged  it when  they eqerienced irrigation 
difficulties. 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
1.  In the previous section tie  had  noted that the actual prformance of 
the  Maharieli  management  system  is  below  the  ptential of  this 
system.  In  this section,  we  have  shown  that  in addition,  the 
present dilapidated physical system is another major constraint to 
its efficient:-.  But  the dilapidated state of  the physical  s?stem 27 
is  to a  considerable degree?  a function of the  failures of  the 
wanagement  s>-stem;  that  is, it  is  a symptom,  or  intermediate 
variable. and  not the underlying cause of pobr  irrigation system 
perfornix. 
2.  The  present operational pattern is a  loose management system, with 
little effort.  being expended.  The morale of both the  project and 
field level officers is low.  The  new  C%Y  procedures proposed by the 
foreign  consulting firm is more labor intensive,  and requires  a  high 
level of management control (see  chapters I11  and VI).  For example, 
the proposed careful weekly  monitoring system  will require  a  drastic 
change in the officers' behavior.  The present management patterns 
and constraints  must be recognized and address&  'in future.  It  will 
be very important to motilate the field level officers to adapt  to 
the  proposed  system  through  training,  close  supervision, and 
providim incentives.  .. 
.,.  9  The project  ObL?  division has limited its activities  only to the main 
system level.  In view of  the  serious  distribution  problems,  and the 
likely delays in implementing the rehabilitatibn, we  suggest that 
it should monitor and supervise the block level water distribution, 
and provide any other assistance  necessary.  >loreover,  we recomem.3 
a regular  meeting of the block irrigation engineers  convened by the 
chief  irrigation  engineer  to  evaluate  the  field  level  water 
distribution in each block.  Bloclc  engineers should be encouraged 
to get more actively involved in day-to-day ryater management. 
1.  Though  arbitrary  irrigation practices are not uncommon among  the 
farmers;  one can  also observe some farmer cooperation.  The present 
rotations on some  distributaries  would not be possible without some 
cooperation among  farmers.  The rotation applied within LK8  WaS 
started by the field officers on the consensus of the farmers of 
RR1.  Therefore, there is a ptential for farmer coowratiofi  but. 
only rcith  the assistance and guidance of the officers.  Active 
involvement of the officers is necessary in the present situation 
as riel1  as in  future improvement of the management.  Therefore, 
active farmer organizations, farmer education, and active officer 
involvement  at  the field level  will be necessary and is feasible for 
operation and maintenance of the rehabilitated system. 
THE  PW\"ING  AND DECISION-MAKING PaoCEsS 
At  the  initial stage of planning  for a ns-  season, a tentative 
seasonal program is prepared after fonMldiscussions  between the project 
W?l  division and  the agriculture division.  This program  is  preparad 
considering  the  availability  of water, seed  pad&-  variety, and  the 
required to finish pre-seasonal maintenance and to complete the ddayed 
harvesting of  the previous season.  As  a next step  the  O&M division 
decides  the  dates to  hold  kanna  metings to  confirm  the cultivation 
calendar based on its tentative program. 28 
khil~e  preparing  the tentative program  at t.he  project level,  tr;o 
main  acti\.ities,  pre-seasonal  maintenance  of  the  irrigation system and 
farmer and officer training, are taliiw  place on  the block  level.  F're- 
seasonal maiintenante  of  irrigation structures depends  on  the allocations 
prm-ided.  The Plahaw?li  Economic Agency  in principle does the maintenance 
up  to  field  channel  level  and  the  farmers  are  responsible  for  the 
maintenance of the  field channels.  But  farmers do \.el-?-  litt.le  maintenance 
~ork  on  their ifield channels aid the .&ency  also has  no  developed  plan, . 
and  perhaps 8s  a  result,  ferc  resources,  to get. the work  done.  Lack  of 
faimer unity is the  main constraint at the field channel level.  Only some 
individual farmers clean patches of field channels if they believe it xi11 
help  to divert more  rater  to their  fields.  he-seasonal  farmer  and 
officer training is held under  the agriculture extension program mainly 
to  convey estension messages relevant to  the initial stage of cultivation. 
.I(anna  meetings  are  held  at  the  block  level  to  formalize  the 
decisions of  the tentative program.  They are open  farmer meetings  and 
mainly held to fulfil a legal requirement.  Both  project and block level 
officers participate  in them.  The  cultibation  calendar  based  on  the 
tentative program  includes the dates  for first  and last mter issues, on- 
farm activities, and sirpporting services.  Farmers usually object to these 
dates, often just to  demonstrate their objections to the manner  in vhich 
the  decisions  are  Uen.  I(anna  meetings  are  sometimes  very  lively 
affairs,  riith argry  exchanges  and  accusations.  The  Agency  too  faces 
constraints on its.  flexibil.ity in approving  alternative dates suggested 
b:-  the  farmers, as they have  to prepare a program  for the whole project. 
In  the alxeiice of  clear alternatives on rhich all an  agree, the officers 
get  the dat.es approved  by  the farmers.  Based on  the dates  "decided" at 
the iianna  meetings,  the WI division prepares  the final calendar.  The 
agricult.ure section thew prepares a separate calendar to be  dist.ributed 
among  the  field  officers.  It  contains  time  periods  for  specific 
agricultural. activities.  It is a guideline for field officers  for the 
sncoming season. 
The  annual  .Griculture  Implementation  Program  prepard  hy  th? 
agriculture section as required bj- the MinistrS of Agric.ulture to prepare 
t.heir island-r.iide  program,  serves as the agriculture production plan for 
the project.  It is a block-based program prepared based on the data given 
by  the  unit managers.  Apart from  this there is no  seasona.1 program. 
Resides  this  plan,  the  agriculture  section  also  prepares  an  annual 
ext,ensioii  program  on  the stress pints of  the estension messages  to be 
given to the faimers. 
Conclusions and  Suggestions 
1.  We  suggest  the khole  clecision-ding  process  in cononencing  the 
cultivation season is  faulty.  It is a  top dolm  process with  no 
involvement  from  the field level officials or faimers.  On other 
systems  in Sri Ma,  there is a consultative process through "pre- 
kanna"  meetings  with  farmer  representatives  and  field  level 
officials.  This  has  rationalized  the decision-ding  process on 
major  irrigation systems to a  large extent, avoiding the conflicts 29 
and  recriminations  characteristic  of  previous  kanna  meetings 
(Flul*my-Rust and ?bore 19831.  No such pre-kanna  consultations socur 
in Walawe  -- indeed with r;b  would  the  Agency  consult, given  the 
lack of organized farner groups? 
Therefore,  we  recommend  substantial  farmer  participation  in  the 
decision-making  process  though  active farmer  organizations.  Our 
recomandations  on  fanners'  organizations  are  given  under  the 
section  on  "farmer  organizations"  below.  The  decision-maliing 
process should move  from  the fanner  level upwai-cis  to the  project 
level -- a bottom  to top process,  including the pre-kanna  meetings 
characteristic  of  other systems  in Sri Lanka.  Efforts should be  ' 
made  to train the  farmers  in  the  factors and  logic'behind the 
recornmended  cultivation  calendar,  so  that  it  would  seem  less 
arbitrary than it does at present. 
The  coordination between  the two divisions of  06tM  and  agriculture 
in preparing  the  initial tentative program  is  limited to  verbal 
commolications.  It is not even discussed at the staff meetings. 
In  preparing  the  schedule  to  hold  the  karma  meeting  for  th+ 
approval of the resident project manager,  the.C&+l division holds no 
preliminary  discussions  with  the  agriculture  division  thouzh 
deciding  the cultivation calendar  is very much  a  concern'  of  this 
division;  in fact both  are  equally  responsible.  The  resident 
project  manager  is  the person  who  should  coordinate  these  two 
divisions'  collaboration riith each other, and  with  the fanners. 
2. 
IMPLEMENTATION  OF  THE AGR1CUL;NRAL  PLAN 
The  dates  of  the  cultivation  calendar  are  taken  as  the 
implementation  targets  for  the  seasonal  cultivation.  iim<ever,  this 
calendar is usklly  difficult to follow, and the season normally continues 
about  one  month  beyond  the planned last date.  This  is mainly  dire  to 
delays in land preparation which  continues at least six to eight rceeks. 
Irrigation difficulties are  the main  reason  for the slow proEress 
in land  prewration,  particularly  in the tail-end distributaries.  The 
reasons  for these  irrigation difficulties are discussed above.  It 1.3s 
ohserved that during the maha  1988/1989  and yala 1989 seasons some field 
channels  of  tail-end distributaries had  still not  received water  four 
weeks after the initial. i;e~t,er  issues that wepe made  on 15th April.  In the 
same  season nea.rlg 40 percent of  the fanners in  DCl8  who  are  in the tail- 
end  had not received water one month after this initial suppl-. 
Though  continuous issues are the nonnal exmtation at the initial 
stage of  land preparation,  rotational issues usually have  tt be started 
after two  weeks.  In addition, additional m&er  issue days are added for 
t,he  head-end distributaries in the rotation schedule for land preparation, 
to insure they- do not disrupt deliveries to the tail.  If the brand,  canal 
deliveries are not  increased to compensate  for this, mo~x  deism result 
in the tail. 30 
Further, the  farmers, particularly at the head-end, usuall- hlie 
estra days to,  finish land .preparation  since they know  the cul.ti~-ation 
calendar is flexible.  In fact,  the delay in land preparation in the head- 
end distributaries can be attributed to some estent to the ahundance of 
wter.  There is no reason to hurry.  Nost of the faimers who  dela2-  land 
preparation  in  Dc8  are  leased-in  farmers ho  feel  no  obligation or 
commitment  to  follow %har;eli  Ec.onomic Agency  decisions.  Some other 
reasons for th'e  delay include  difficulty in obtaining hired tractors,  lack 
of initial capital to pay  for hired tractors,  and personal problems such 
as death of relatives,  or illness. 
Conclusions and Suggestions 
1.  From the beginning of implementation of the cultivation plan both 
the agriculture and o&if  sections work  as separate units.  Even in 
difficult situations,  for example in relation to irrigation, there 
is no concerted effort to overcome them.  This results in further 
delays.  Timely  cul.ti\ation  is  one  of  the  objectives  of  the 
agriculture section,  but no concerted  effort is'made to achieve this 
while  the  progress  in  cultivation  is  delajred  mainly  due  to 
irrigation difficulties. 
We  recommend a  joint effort of these two sections to achieve the 
objL-tive  of  timely  cultivation.  The  agriculture  section  can 
prepare  weelily  progress  reports and discuss  them  14th  the 0b.M 
section for adjustments in the water allocations.  This can be done 
on  both  the  block  and  project  level.  This would  also  enable 
improved monitoring of the progress of cultication. 
2.  An  imprtant factor is the lack  of  farmer participation in  the 
decision-making  process  at.  the  initial  planning  stage  of  the 
cultivation season,  as discussed above.  The cultivation calendar 
is us~ia1.ly  decided beforehand by  the agency, and only  the formal 
"agreement" of the  farmers  is  obtained at  the  kanna meeting  to 
ratify  the  agenc:v- decisions.  As  a result  of  their  lack  of 
participation, t.hey  feel no compulsion to adhere to the cultivation 
calendar. 
Finally, the lack of discipline at all levels is inimicable  to good 
witer management  on a major  irrigation scheme.  The  Asency must 
begin with its okn  staff,  and through farmers',  organizations work 
rcith  farmers as well  to develop a more disciplined approach  to 
irrigation management at rialawe.  Within the.@ency,  another word 
for "discipline" is "performance control. 
3. 
PERFORMANCE  CONTROL 
Given the lack of any alternative controlling mechanism to asses 
performance,  the cultivation  calendar  has  become the  principal controlling 
tool to asses progress during the plan implementation.  Completion of the 
cultixztion season according to the dates of the cultivation calendrrr  is 31 
one objective during  plan  implementation;  therefore  the dates of  the 
culti\ation calendar are taken as the targets. 
However,  seasonal progress  is not monitored  regularly  to achieve 
this.  In the  Maweli management  system,  the r;eekl.r  block  meeting  is 
supposed  to be used  for this,  but is not.  There are no  discussions of 
~;eel~ly  progress at  this meeting.  At the project level, t.he monthly staff 
meeting  is supposed to be  the place to moni.t.or and ei-aluate the progress 
at, hldi  level, but  t.his does 'not take place either. 
Wile implementing the agriculture program,  information is collected 
on  the monthly pmgress in agriculture but it is not used to monitor and 
evaluate performance.  Performance is evaluated based on  the totals from 
these reports only at the end of  the season.  The  performance  of  field 
level rater distribution is also not monitored  and evaluated,  as noted 
above.  It is therefore not possible to take corrective actions during the 
season; the only control is by,emeption.  The  overay system  performance 
of  the project is evaluated based on productivity (per  ha)  and the hater 
dut.57. 
For the personnel,  there is also no  clear performance  standard  to 
enable objectii-e evaluation.  Many  staff members have not been given job 
descriptions.  Performance  cannot  be  assessed  objectix-ely without  job 
descriptions.  The  performance  of  the field level officers attached to 
agriculture, block agriculture officers, and especially unit managers is 
evaluated at  the end of  the season based on ;,%ether ex\tension targets were 
met.  At the beginning of  the season each unit manager  is gii-en ehTension 
targets,  i.e.,  number  of demonstrations,  field days etc.,  and  the5- are 
required  to submit  monthly  progress reports.  At the end  of  the season 
their perfoimce is ecaluated based on achievement of these targets.  But 
this  has  no  real  impact;  rjhether  their performance  is  found  to  be 
wsat isfactor>- or exceptional  is immaterial  to their career  prospects. 
This is  true for other officers as well.  There is a  complete  lack  of 
peiTomnca  evaluation  of  the  field assistants and  other  block  lexel 
officers OF the ChW  section.  It is no  wonde:  their performance  level is 
srnwalls- lor<. 
Conclusions and Reconmendations 
The  level  of  performance  of  personnel  is lor;  as their performance 
is not  monitored  at any level.  We believe that particularly the field 
level  officers'  performance  can  be  impiwved  if  their  activities are 
monitored  by their respective supervisors.  For esmple,  the performance 
of  field assistants  can  be  improved  if  they  are motimted  and their 
performance  is monitored  by  their respective supervisors.  En  turn the 
project  level  officers  can  monitor  the  performance  of  block  level 
officers.  kAat is laoking is motivation from senior officers 'to be more 
involved in their field work. 
Therefore,  we  recomnend  that block  level  supervisors monitor the 
performance  of  the field  level  officers,  and  that  the  project  level 
officers monitor  the performance  of  the block  level officers.  The 32 
division  should  closely  monitor  the  lxrformance  of  the  bldi level 
officers aid not limit its activities to %he  main system level.  Secessary 
operation procedures and clear job descriptians should be given to field 
le\:el  officers.  In this way  improved information as well can be collected 
for  use by the management.  This will facilitate adoption of improved G&?l 
prscedures during %he post-rehabilitation period. 
i 
KX"ICATI0N  AND 1"ATION  FLOW PATI"S 
Chmunication  is an  interactive process to coordinate and integrate 
%he organization horizontally and vertically to  achieve organizational 
objectives.  The  organizational  structure of Walawe shows the  vertical and 
horizontal paths of formal  communication. The vertical communication  path 
has  three levels of management, project, block and unit.  At these three 
levels  organizational activities are, in  principle,  coordinated  and 
int,egrated through horizontal communication. 
Information Flow 
The purpose of a  management information system is to collect and 
interpret data for decision-making and control pui-pses.  Information is 
used  for both  long  term and  short term planning.  In the short term, 
timely  information is  necessary  for  quick  decision ding.  Project 
managers basically  use the foimal field level information supplied by unit 
managers for these purposes.  The unit managers submit monthly,  seasonal, 
and  annual reports as required by the functional heads. 
For planning purposes,  both the 05N  and agriculture  sections  use the 
reports submitted by the unit managers on the espxted crop plans,  and 
past. records.  In principle, the O&V  division decides r.ater  allocations 
based  on  the  block-aise  crop  planning  summary  forharded  by  block 
repart.s.  In fact,  the hater allocations are usually hased on historical 
data  since these reports are not received in time. 
il-l-ie-+'  ,n,.~.on engineers.  These are prepared hased  on the unit managers' 
The agriculture section prepares the annual implementation program 
based on the field level plans provided by the unit managers.  Necessary 
inst.ructions  on preparing field level. plans, for example the extent of 
non-rice crops  to  be  cultibated, are given by  project mnagement 
decided by  the agriculture section.  Past records as well are used In 
prepring the project level plan.  nis  plan is  finalized at  a  meeting of 
Hock  level agricultural officers  convened  by the  deputy resident project 
manager for agriculture. 
Information'  pertaining to operations and distribution of hater is 
also necessary for decision-making  and control  purpses. However, the  o&M 
division does not require any feedback of information on the field level 
distribution during  the operational period.  This  is  because  in  the 
present set-up it has no use for such information even if the information 
ijere collected.  The  o&M division  collects only project level information. 
Any  other necessary information is  received informally through  direct 33 
contacts between the project and blocli  level O8.H  divisions.  Reports on 
daily  issues and weekly progress reprts during  land  preparation are 
maintained by  the block CWI division but serve no purpose as these data 
are not anal?-zed. The project  division lacks such 1-itnl  data as the 
mrrect estent of  irrigated land.  Even the block &‘I  Scxti;)il  has  no 
correct information on  this.  Without data  field level control  is not 
possible, and without control,  no data comes or are needed. 
The agriculture division collects monthly progress reports during. 
the season, but again they are for recording purposes.  Reports of the 
agriculture  extension  program  are  also  collected  and  are  used  for 
controlling the performance of the extension program.  The agriculture 
division has its informal information flow system within their ex-ension 
program and this information is used for decision-making and control. 
To sunnnarize, the following suggestions  are offered. 
The lack of feedback of information from the field level is the main 
rGeakness  in  the present  information system; there is really no 
effective mechanism  for information gathering; analysis,  and use. 
The  lack  of  feedback  of  information is  a major  constraint  to 
efficient field level water distribution; at present  it  is  not 
possible to evaluate the performance of the field level and to take 
any corrective measures. 
1. 
2.  In general, information is not exchanged regularly and effecti\-el:. 
betrGeen sections for decision-making,  except at some initial stages 
such as preparing the tentative seasonal program. 
3.  To have an effective information system, the data collected should 
be timely, accurate and relevant.  The information colfected from 
the field level most often is not timely so  that it cannot be used 
for planning or controlling purposes.  Further, the accuracy of the 
field data are not checked.  Sometimes the field officers are not 
able to give correct figures due to practical prohlems such as tiot 
hio~.ing the exact land extent. 
Vertical Communication 
Communication bet~een  the project  level and  the  field  level is 
espected  to  talie  place through  the block  manager.  Ne  represents the 
functions of the sections to the project level.  And  from the project 
level, communication goes through him to each block level officer. 
Awrt  from memoranda  end telephone conversations,  meetings held in 
the three  fea-els  of the project serve as important oolfinuniation media. 
At  the  project  level,  the  monthly  staff  meeting  is  an  important 
canmumication instrument  between the project and block level.  Project  and 
bloch  level information is expected  to be interchanged at the  meeting. 
Further, it is espcted  that messages and orders from head office will be 
pawed  down to the block level at the meeting; information fromthe  block 
level is fonVaided  upant. 31 
The r;eelilp  block meeting sei-ves as the most  imimrtant  communication 
center  hetieen  block  and  unit  levels.  Hessages,  infoimation, 
instructions, and decisions from the project and unit. levels are e:,pected 
to he  interchanged at the block meeting. 
Communication between the farmers and the  agency takes place through 
the unit level. officers.  Communication  is through  three media:  personal 
c.ontacts, notices, and farmer training classes.  Of  these, farmer training 
classes  are  the most  import.ant  in the communication  flor;  bet.t;een  the 
agency and  fanners.  Apart from being farmer  training classes held under 
the azriculture extension program,  these are  fonrins  for the  faimers  to 
present  their problems  to the  officers and  for the officers to convey 
messages  and other information to the fanners. 
Though  the meetings  do serve as  important  communication  centers, 
they are not alr-ays  effective.  Sometimes decisions taken at the project 
level do not come  to the field level.  For example,  a decision xas  taken 
at a staff meeting  held during the yala  1989 land preparation  pericd to 
grow  three month  rice xarieties &ere  land preparation hm  delayed,  as a 
mean  of  saving hater.  . But  this decision did not bome  to the field level 
and none  of  the farmers wkose  land preparation ms  delayed in Dc8 grew a 
three month  varietjr.  Sometimes  block  level decisions as  ice11 are not 
communicated  to the farmers, as seen whenever  rotational rater issues to 
distributaries are changed due to some  irrigation difficulties.  Farmers 
interrupt  t.he  ner;  operation  plan as  they are not aiiare  of  the change. 
Finally an important reason for the poor communication betrGeen farmers arid 
the agency is the low level of  contact between  the farmers and officers. 
Sometimes  there is  also very little upard comunication  through 
these meetings.  There is no procedure to document  topics discussed at the 
farmer  meetings  or  issues  that come  up  in personal  contacts rith the 
'farmers, and  to forcard them  to the block  level.  Only  those remembered 
by  the unit managers  are  discussed at the block  meetims.  The  block 
meetings  are  also not well  organized.  There  is no  fom'l agenda,  and 
discussions are mostly  limited to the rGeekly activities of  the block.  No 
reprts or  minutes  of  the block  meetings  are  forwarded ts  the  project 
level.  At  the project level staff meeting,  the discussions are  limited 
to the monthlv activities.  Without  proper recording  the block managers 
are  not.  in  a  psition to  forward  correct  information  on  the  field 
si  t,uat  ion. 
Though  formal communication between  the project and  field le-iels is 
throGh  the block  manager,  some  communication  also takes place  within 
funct.iona1 sections  betreen project and  block  levels..  An  agriculture 
meeting conducted by  the deputy project manager  for agriculture r.zith  the 
project. and  block  agricultural officers is one  such  medium  of  1-ertical 
communication  flow.  It is usually a monthly meeting, at which information 
and instructions are given by the deputy project manager  (agriculture) to 
his  subordinates,  and  some  feedback  of  information  occurs  from  the 
agricultural  officers  to  the  deputy  resident  project  manager  for 
agriculture.  The  officer training program is another area  for 35 
communication betwen  these two  levels.  These  two mechmims  fill sane 
gaps  i.n the vertical comnunication  flow within  the agriculture section. 
There  is  direct cmunication  within  the project  and  block  CWf 
dixyision  as well,  hhenever  there are  irrigation problems  or  technical 
matters  requiring  discussion.  But  there  is  a  big  ccmmiunimtim  gap 
bet.i<een the farmers and officers.  Changes  in rotational  issues are not. 
conunaiicated  to the farmers.  Fanners’  irrigation problems do not come to 
t.he  block  level  unless  they  are  very  serious.  Gnk  on  those 
distributaries where  irrigation laborers have  been  appointed,  are there 
regular contacts with  the farmers on  irrigation matters. 
Horizontal Conammioation 
Effective horizontal communication should promote  integration and 
consistency among line functions.  The  functional heads use  inter-office 
memoranda  and  informal  contacts to communicate  with each other.  Again, 
staff  meetings  can be  taken  as  potentially  important  for  horizontal 
communication &tween  the sectional heads.  At the staff meeting all the 
sectional.  heads  are  ex-ted to discuss  and  agree  on  collaborative 
actions. 
However,  the esqected integration does not take place at the project 
level as  each  section tries  to achieve  its om  narrowly  defined goals 
rather-  than  making  a  concerted  effort to achieve  larger  organizational 
goals.  Given this narrow  focus,  inter-section comication is minimal. 
Lach section works as a separate unit detached fromthe others.  Gne  finds 
conflicts  among  them  rather  than  collaboration.  For esample,  in an 
exchange  of  articles in a national nehxppr (The Island of  20  June and 
2  July  1988) the  deputy  resident  project  manager  and  the late chief 
irrigation  engineer  expressed  conflicting  view3  on  the  key  factors 
.underlying  the performanc  .e of  the Walaice  system  IIIWI  1988b:22). 
90  ot.her section cooperates with the present fanner training prograin 
conducted  by  the  agricultural  section.  At the staff  meetings,  these 
divisions and conflicts become  esqdicit.  For esample,  at staff mzetings 
the  Wl  and  agriculture  divisions  blame  each  other  for .irrigation 
difficulties  or  delays  in  cultivation  though  these  are  a  collective 
responsibility. 
At the block  level,  formal  horizontal  comunirmtion  takes  place 
principally at the block meetings:  otherwise mmnunication is informal and 
not always effective.  There are occasional discussions on specific issues 
relevant  to respective  sections but 6ollaborative action i8 oily rarely 
taken.  At the unit level, unit managers and field assistwits are &wt& 
to meet to communicate with  each  other.  But  the field nss1stSdnts. work 
independently under  the irrigation section and are not responsible to the 
unit manager  for their rmrk.  Ihe only 
place they meet  each other regularly is at the weekly block 1W3tinP. 
Contact between  them is minimal. 36 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
1.  An  effective comprehensix-e communication  flor;  between  the sect.ions 
and up and dorm  the management  levels is required for the effic.ient 
functioning  of  the  present  matrix  management  system.  Such  a 
communication  flow  requires  more  collaboration  and  cooperation 
between  the  sections  and  manazement  levels  than  one  finds  at, 
preserrt . 
At the field level, communication  betEeen  the farmers and officers 
is very  poor.  At farmer  meetings  the  attendance is low  and the 
view of  the majority are not represented.  Officer-fanner relations 
have  to be  improved  with more  frequent contacts with  the fanners. 
We recommend  converting  the  farmer  training classes  into multi- 
disciplinary participatory training programs with the participation 
of  block  level sectional  officers to improve  comunication at the 
field  level.  At present  farmer  attendance  is  low  but  can  be 
improved  with more  involvement  of  the officers, and  by  consulting 
farmers on  the topics they wish addressed at these meetings.  The 
proceedings and matters discussed can be  recbrded for presentation 
at the block  meetings.  In  the same  mmer the unit managers  and 
field assistants  could  record  problems  encountered  in the field 
level to be  discussed at the block meeting.  We  discuss the faimer 
training program  in more  detail below. 
?he proceedings of  the block meetings should be  improved as a place 
&ere  collaboration among  sections is initiated and nurtured.  Ve 
suggest that the  field level problems  and  issues recorded by unit 
managers  and field assistants be  discussed at the block meetings. 
These proceedings  should also be  properly recorded in the fop  of 
minutes,  and  forward&  to the resident project manager.  The  block 
manager  could  also  convene  inter-sectional  meetings  with  his 
suhordinates  more  freqdentlg to enhance  communication.  At these 
meetings each party can brim problems  relewnt  to his section to 
the attent.ion of  the unit. managers and seek  alternative solutions. 
Problems not attended to  by  the sectional heads which are mentioned 
in block  meeting  reports can be discussed at project level staff 
meetings.  These  should  be  held  more  frequently.  The  resident 
project manager's  deputies can recommend appropriate solutions.  The 
horizontal  comic.ation pattern  should also be  enhanced  at the 
staff meetings  by  building  and encouraging  a  sense  of  teamrjork. 
Further,  some separate meetings  of'  the sectional heads chaired by 
the resident  project manager  would  be  very  useful  for improvirg 




5.  The  position of  the block  manager  is weakened  under  the present 
management  sy5tem  if  communications,  for  ewple on  technical 
matters,  takes  place through  the functional sections and bypasses 
the block manager.  To  improve  the integration of  the sections, we 
recommend  that important information  be  communicated  throwh  the 37 
block manager.  mi5  rmld  contribute  to strcilpthening his authority 
as a  strategic mnager. as reMnraendpd ab0i.e. 
FARYER  ORGWIZATIONS 
Attempts to Establish Water Users' Groups 
i 
Defore the concept of farmer organizations  -4s introduced under the 
rehabilitation  pi-ograro  in  1985,  there  were  no  effective  farmer 
organizations in Walawe' .  The kiahaweli EconMRic Agency attmpted  to form 
about 21  fanner organizations in  the 1986/1987 maha season.  But this 
attempt rvas not successful.  A  major reasan for this failure is the lack 
of well-defined specific objectives and  attractive functions to convince 
the farmers of the necessity of having their own organizations.  Although 
the main objective of forming groups was to turn over the 0S.M  of field 
channels to the farmers  after rehabilitation,  no farmer involvement in the 
on-going planning stage of the rehabilitation r~as  sought.  The Mahaweli 
Economic  Agency  finally  decided  to  suspend  the  activities  until 
construction started. 
In 1988,  with the commencement  of the implementation of  construction 
activities, the  MEtha~eli  Economic  Agency  decided  to  re-inltiate the 
formation of xater user groups. One agricultural officer with prex-ious . 
training in orgnniziilg farmers and in training methods 1a.s  assigned the 
responsibilit>-  of foiming them.  About  three months  later, three unit 
managers, two  for hbilipitiya Blqlr and  one for  Chandrika~isia,  liere 
assigned to assist him.  Rehabilitation implementation actix-ities  were to 
be used as a  vehicle to convince the farmers to form water  users groups. 
Farmers were told that they could have a  major role in  implementing the 
rehabilitation project.  This aspect is discussed in  more detail  in 
Chapter VI, belor;. 
Methods of Organizing Groups 
1.  As  the initial step in organizing farmers,  group  meetings of fammws 
wider  each  distributary  of  Embilipitipa  and  Dcs  1  to  1'2  in 
Chandrikavewa Blocks riere convened,  and farmer representatix-es  iiere 
selected for each field channel.  This tias  carried out as a rush 
program. 
2.  Next, the officials in  charge of IrxtEr  users'  groups  orgalllied 
training sessions for the farmer representatives.  The>-  were told 
that the 5~~ccess  of  abut  Rs 570/=  dllion  labout f16 million at  the 
rates  then)  worth  of  rehabilitation  would  depend  on  farmer 
organizations.  This helped to areate prilfmtsrnonpl  the famrsr.  The 
officials suggested the farmer representatives should do  foml 
'. We do not know  the basis for ths  statement in the  -4al  Rrnor  t 
.that such groups existed when the present. project was  beins: fOWlated; 
see chapter VII. si qxrvis  ion  of  the  rehabilitation construct  ion  activities .  This 
helped to stimulate interest among the farmer represent.atives in the 
wter users groups. 
3.  In addit.ion to classroom  training,  the unit. managers  assigned to 
this r?orli met the farmers infoimally and trained them.  Farmers were 
taken  to  the headisords  in Agency  vehicles  and  introdmed  to the 
headr;brks  officials,  who  exTlained  the operation  s:-stem  of  the 
reserv0j.r.  These steps helpd  to  win  the confidence of the farmers. 
Farmer  representatives were  treated as invited guests at ceremonial 
functions organized by  the Mahaweli Economic Agency,  Lhich further 
helped to create'pride among  the farmer representatives and to  build 
sccial contacts betreen them and the officials. 
1. 
Effectiveness of  the Water  Users'  Groups 
There is no doubt that .the effort  to  organize fanners' organizations 
xias  initially having  some impact.  For example,  educating the farmers on 
the neii  desizn criteria resulted  in better  underktanding  and  increased 
interest  among  the fanners  in the  rjorli.  Further,  rGith  the  farmers' 
increased .interest  in  the  rehabilitation  process  there  x.i~  active 
involvement  in the supervision of  the mrk.  Farmers  brought  numerous 
complaints  regarding poor quality of  the work,  resulting in some  changes 
in construction  supervision  (but  also  some  unhappiness  atmilt  fanners 
1  ooliing  over the engineers'  shoul.ders) . 
Horcever,  there were some  serious weaknesses  in t.his effort.  'These  ' 
include the following. 
1.  Iaci.;  of  an  integrated  approach  towards  the Later  users'  group 
progi-xn.  The  responsibility for organizing groups throughout  this 
1.arSe pro.ject  was given  to one  officer with  no  contribution  from 
existing  officers.  Contributions  of  ot.her  sections  for  the 
df?\relorment  of'  the groups were not sought or used.  This is t.rue for 
the block  level  as  rell.  In  our intervierjs  with  the  block  and 
project  level  sectional  he&  and  their  subordinates  on  farmer 
organizations,  they spoke positively of  the idea of  forming  farmer 
organizations, but none were  informed on the position of  the groilps 
heii-g  formed.  Some  of  them  claimed  they had  no  idea; t&at a rsater 
users'  group is. 
2.  Related  to the lack  of  iiivolvement  of  other Agencp  staff rjas  the 
lack of  resources provided for the effort.  In other projects in Sri 
La&-a, substantial efforts  have been invested in providing personnel 
and  proper  superu-i.sion  for promoting  farmers'  organizations  (for 
esample  in Gal Oya,  and  the Irrigation Systems Pbgement R-oject 
in Polonnarwa).  One  man  with  a  jeep  is hardly  sufficient for 
promoting  substantial changes  in attitudes and  behavior of  farmers 
and  officials.  The  lack  of  resources  perhaps  ms a  signal  to 
farmers and Agency  staff that this program did not  really have the 
primit:-  that speeches suggested. 